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Collaboration Strategies for 
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BRENT:  I’m Brent Purkaple, in my last year writing my dissertation as a graduate student in HSCI Department, and Lynx Open 
Ed Coordinator for the History of Science Collections. 
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History of Science Collections  
University of Oklahoma Libraries 

Brent Purkaple, Lynx Open Ed Coordinator 

Kerry Magruder, Curator 

Collaboration Strategies for 
Educators, Libraries and Museums  

How might we 
better serve you?

KERRY:  I’m Kerry Magruder, Curator of the History of Science Collections.  We’re hear today not so much to give you 
information but to hear back from you. • How might we better serve you?  The discussion afterward will be the most important 
part of this session from our perspective.
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Museums

Libraries

Educators

Where do we intersect?

KERRY: Museums, Libraries and Educators:  • where do we intersect? 
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Object-based learning

Museums

Libraries

Educators

Where do we intersect?

Collaboration 
strategies?

KERRY: That’s where our strategies arise. • We’d like to focus in on one aspect of their intersection: object-based learning.  
Museums, Libraries and Educators each think in their own distinctive ways about objects and object-based activity.
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Exhibits

Object-based learning

KERRY: Museums and Libraries take object-based learning and apply it in exhibitions.
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World of Galileo World of OU

Bringing Worlds Together

KERRY:  In 2015, we launched the Galileo’s World exhibit.  The theme of Galileo’s world is • “bringing worlds together.  We are 
connecting the • World of OU with • the World of Galileo. 
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3 CAMPUSES   •   8 LOCATIONS   •   21 GALLERIES  •  2015-2016

OU  NORMAN
FRED JONES JR. MUSEUM OF ART
SAM NOBLE MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
NATIONAL WEATHER CENTER
ATHLETICS DEPARTMENT
OU LIBRARIES

HISTORY OF SCIENCE COLLECTIONS

HEALTH SCIENCES CAMPUS,  OKLAHOMA CITY
BIRD LIBRARY

OU  TULSA
SCHUSTERMAN LIBRARY

OU  AREZZO, ITALY – AREZZO PUBLIC LIBRARY

EXHIBITION WITHOUT WALLS

Galileo’s World was an exhibition without walls.  It appeared over the course of the 2015-2016 academic year in 21 
galleries in 8 locations across the OU campuses of Norman, Oklahoma City, Tulsa and even Arezzo.
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We can’t take time to introduce all the different galleries, but here are some Exhibit Guide screenshots for a few.  (Read titles and 
reflection prompts)
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We won’t take time to note the 12 additional galleries, but these are sufficient for you to get the idea that
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Connections

… the overall purpose of the Galileo’s World exhibition is to explore Connections – between the world of Galileo and our world 
today, and connections between the disciplines, across the natural sciences and humanities. 
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Exhibit objects as stories

Exhibits

Object-based learning

KERRY: So in the Galileo’s World exhibit, our approach was to regard the rare book and instrument exhibit objects as stories. 
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Books: 350

BRENT:  The original Galileo’s World exhibition featured 350 rare books on display, selected from nearly 100,000 volumes in the 
History of Science Collections. 
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BRENT:  These are amazing books — here is Galileo’s Starry Messenger, the first report of observations made with a 
telescope. The OU copy is the only extant copy with Galileo’s handwriting. 
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Galileo

Kepler

Newton
Copernicus

Dante

HuygensCassini

Chaucer

Ptolemy

Euclid

Aristotle
Plato

Descartes

Vesalius

BRENT:  The exhibit includes dozens of first editions…
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Books: 350

Stories:

Thousands!!!!

BRENT:  But the 350 books are not dusty tomes sealed up in cases to be admired as treasures.  •  They were displayed because 
they tell stories in the thousands!  These are the stories we want to place in the hands of educators.
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Schreck

KERRY:  Let’s look at three quick stories.  First, consider this book, bound and cased in a typical Asian style.
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GALILEO AND CHINA 
 JOHANN SCHRECK, 1830

KERRY:  Johann Schreck was a friend of Galileo’s who assisted him during his telescopic discoveries.  A few years 
later, Schreck went to China, where he wrote this work on engineering in Chinese. 
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KERRY:  Galileo’s world extends to Asia, focusing on how European and Chinese astronomers collaborated for over a 
century.
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NATURAL HISTORY OF THE AMERICAS

BRENT:  Here’s a second story.  This book, by Francisco Hernandez, is the most important early natural history of the 
Americas.  Hernandez spent a decade with the Aztecs in central Mexico.  Galileo and his colleagues in the Academy of 
the Lynx published it in 1651. 
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BRENT:  Native American biology and medicine shaped European science in the age of Galileo. 
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Hevelius
JOHANN HEVELIUS, 
SELENOGRAPHIA  

(GDANSK, 1647)

KERRY: Consider a third story:  Johann Hevelius was the leading European telescopic observer in the mid-17th 
century.  This massive book was the first comprehensive lunar atlas.  It accurately mapped the Moon less than 40 
years after Galileo’s telescopic discoveries. 
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SCIENTIFIC 
REVOLUTION

JOHANN HEVELIUS, SELENOGRAPHIA 
(GDANSK, 1647)

KERRY: On the frontispiece, Hevelius portrays Ibn al-Haytham, a leading medieval Islamic astronomer and optical 
theorist.
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SCIENTIFIC 
REVOLUTION

JOHANN HEVELIUS, SELENOGRAPHIA 
(GDANSK, 1647)

KERRY: On the right, holding a telescope, is Galileo.  Who would have guessed that one of the most impressive works 
of the scientific revolution would portray Galileo in Middle Eastern dress as a tribute to medieval Islamic science?  
So with three quick stories, we’ve seen that Galileo’s world brings together worlds as far removed as Asia, America 
and the Middle East.
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“TOP 10” TOURS

ART

ASTRONOMY

BIOLOGY

THE BOOK

CHEMISTRY

ENGINEERING

GEOLOGY

GEOGRAPHY

HEALTH SCIENCES

HISTORY

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDIES

ISLAMIC SCIENCE

INSTRUMENTS

LAW & POLITICAL 
SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

METEOROLOGY

MUSIC

PHILOSOPHY

PHYSICS

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

SCIENCE 
EDUCATION

WOMEN AND 
SCIENCE

BRENT:  Here are some top 10 books for particular cross-cutting themes. • Here are a few more… The top 10 tours 
go across all the galleries. • For example, every gallery has something to say about women and science.
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Exhibit objects as stories

Exhibits

Lynx Open Ed

Object-based learning

BRENT:  So museums and libraries apply object-based learning to exhibits, particularly when exhibit objects tell stories.  • To 
collaborate with educators, we started an effort we call Lynx Open Ed.  Our motto is “collaborating in exhibit-based learning.”
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BRENT:  At the Lynx Open Ed website, under the Galileo’s World menu, In the Exhibit Guide section, you can find the stories 
about every object displayed in Galileo’s World.
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Open Educational Resources

BRENT:  We call it “Open Ed” because our aim is to create open access resources, without copyright restrictions. • OER stands 
for Open Educational Resource.  We’d like to give you an idea of some of the OERs now available here.
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Connections

BRENT:  the history of science provides multi-disciplinary impact, making connections across the whole circle of subject areas 
with cross-cutting resources.  No matter what the subject area, OERs in the history of science have the potential to enhance 
learning across the curriculum.
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ConnectionsMusic

KERRY:  The history of science helps us envision a circle of subject areas and recover connections that may have been lost in 
our overspecialized training.  • For an example, let’s look in particular at the worlds of astronomy and music.
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Music of the Spheres

KERRY: In the Music of the Spheres gallery, visitors see that Kepler’s third law, presented in every astronomy textbook 
today, was originally expressed in musical notation!
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KERRY: Kepler achieved a synthesis of his new astronomy with recent polyphonic musical theory. 
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KERRY: Jonathan Annis, an OU graduate student in music composition, has composed a suite for harp, flute and oboe 
entirely based upon musical themes from Kepler’s book. Jonathan arranged the themes, but they're all from Kepler's 
musical description of the universe as a cosmic dance.  • [listen to a sample]  Download this audio clip from the 
website.
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The Universe as a Monochord

BRENT:  According to Robert Fludd, a London physician contemporary with Galileo, the universe itself is a monochord, a musical 
instrument.
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BRENT: In the Music of the Spheres gallery, visitors explore the connections between mathematics and music with a duochord.  
Here a bridge divides a string into two equal halves.  The long string and the half string are an octave apart.
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BRENT: Divide the string into three equal segments, and the 2/3rds string and the original string produce the harmony called a 
perfect fifth.
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BRENT: Divide the string into four equal segments, and the 3/4ths string and the original string produce the harmony called a 
perfect fourth.
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BRENT: Each stand-up activity is connected to specific exhibit objects.  In this case, Pythagoras, Fludd and Vincenzo Galilei.
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Can you identify any intervals below?

The ancient Pythagoreans envisioned the heavens as
celestial spheres rotating according to harmonious
music. For Robert Fludd, the universe was a
monochord, its physical structure unintelligible
without an understanding of music. Galileo's father,
Vincenzo Galilei, experimented with pitch and tuning.

Explore the relations between music and mathematics
with a duochord. Make sure that the strings of the
duochord are in tune with one another.

Mathematical Octave ! 2:1
1. Locate the marker on the duochord that

divides the string into two equal halves.

2. Place a moveable bridge under the halfway
marker of one string and pluck half of the
string. The resulting note will be one octave
higher than the unaltered string.

Mathematical Perfect Fifth ! 3:2
1. Locate the markers on the duochord that

divide the string into three equal segments.

2. Place a moveable bridge over one marker
dividing the string into segments of 1/3 and
2/3 of its entire length. Pluck the long side, or
2/3 of the divided string, to produce an
interval of a perfect fifth higher than the
unaltered string.

Mathematical Perfect Fourth ! 4:3
1. Locate the markers on the duochord that

divide the string into four equal segments.

2. Place a moveable bridge over one marker
dividing the string into segments of 1/4 and
3/4 of its entire length. Pluck the long side, or
3/4 of the divided string, to produce an
interval of a perfect fourth higher than the
unaltered string.

Mathematical Perfect Fourth - 4:3

Mathematical Perfect Fifth - 3:2

Mathematical Octave - 2:1

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Astronomy & Music:
Introduction to the Duochord

Jonathan Annis

CAN YOU IDENTIFY ANY INTERVALS?

BRENT: Many contain an open-ended question, such as “Can you identify any intervals?”  These questions may prompt 
reflection on an original image from a book.
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BRENT: In addition to the duochord, the Music of the Spheres activity station offers stand-up activities for the celestial sphere, 
and • an introduction to telling time by the stars with the nocturnal dial.  There are a few dozen such stand-up activities in the 5th 
floor exhibit hall, each of which we are preparing as an OER.
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Exhibit objects as stories

Learning objects

Exhibits

Lynx Open Ed

Object-based learning

KERRY: So that’s an introduction to Lynx Open Ed.  Our major strategy in Lynx Open Ed is to • package resources as Learning 
objects.
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smallpieces.com

“Small pieces 
meaningfully joined” 

KERRY: Back in 2002, David Weinberger famously defined the essential character of the web as small pieces loosely 
joined.  This characterization aptly describes learning objects, both physical and virtual.  We are not aiming to create 
lesson plans or larger curricular units, not even in the history of science!  Rather, we are focusing on smaller chunks 
which may be used in wide-ranging and unexpected ways.  • We call these smaller chunks:  “small pieces 
meaningfully joined.”
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Small 
Pieces

Joiners

Faculty 
K12 educators 

Students 
Other learners

“Small pieces meaningfully joined” 

KERRY: In special collections, we, our faculty, and our students, create Small Pieces.  • Then, Joiners will construct meaning by 
connecting the dots according to their own context and interests.  • You are the joiners!  The joiners may be Faculty, K12 
teachers, or students in classes.
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Learning  
Leaflets

Lynx Open Ed

K12 educators 

“Small pieces meaningfully joined” 

KERRY: Learning Leaflets are an example of small pieces.  We’ll collaborate with K12 educators to meaningfully join them 
together.
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Robert Fludd, Utriusque cosmi maioris scilicet et minoris (Oppenheim, 1617!21)
!On the Two Worlds, namely, the Macroscosm and the Microcosm"

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).
Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Gallery: Music of the Spheres, no. 4

Learning Leaflet: Stand-up Activities
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Astronomy & Music
Introduction to the Duochord

Can you identify any intervals below?

The ancient Pythagoreans envisioned the heavens as
celestial spheres rotating according to harmonious
music. For Robert Fludd, the universe was a
monochord, its physical structure unintelligible
without an understanding of music. Galileo's father,
Vincenzo Galilei, experimented with pitch and tuning.

Explore the relations between music and mathematics
with a duochord. Make sure that the strings of the
duochord are in tune with one another.

Mathematical Octave ! 2:1
1. Locate the marker on the duochord that

divides the string into two equal halves.

2. Place a moveable bridge under the halfway
marker of one string and pluck half of the
string. The resulting note will be one octave
higher than the unaltered string.

Mathematical Perfect Fifth ! 3:2
1. Locate the markers on the duochord that

divide the string into three equal segments.

2. Place a moveable bridge over one marker
dividing the string into segments of 1/3 and
2/3 of its entire length. Pluck the long side, or
2/3 of the divided string, to produce an
interval of a perfect fifth higher than the
unaltered string.

Mathematical Perfect Fourth ! 4:3
1. Locate the markers on the duochord that

divide the string into four equal segments.

2. Place a moveable bridge over one marker
dividing the string into segments of 1/4 and
3/4 of its entire length. Pluck the long side, or
3/4 of the divided string, to produce an
interval of a perfect fourth higher than the
unaltered string.

Mathematical Perfect Fourth - 4:3

Mathematical Perfect Fifth - 3:2

Mathematical Octave - 2:1

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Astronomy & Music:
Introduction to the Duochord

Jonathan Annis

KERRY: We’ve already seen this learning leaflet.  It shows Fludd’s depiction of the universe as a monochord on the front, and 
leads you through the activity with the monochord on the back. 
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KERRY: Learning Leaflets are brief learning activities, designed to be useful in a variety of teaching situations. They are “Small 
Pieces,” adaptable to support lessons in multiple subject areas and age levels.
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Series
• Iconic Images 

• Johann Kepler, Mysterium cosmographicum (Tübingen, 1596), !Mystery of the Cosmos"

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).
Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Gallery: Music of the Spheres, no. 18

Learning Leaflet: Iconic images
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Blueprints of the Universe
Johann Kepler

BRENT: One of the series we’re working on is “Iconic images” 
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Is there a mathematical basis of the universe? Second, and more critically, the distances of the
planets: In the Ptolemaic system all the planetary
spheres nest together with no intervening spaces. By
contrast, in the Copernican system, the spheres of the
planets become thin, separated by large distances.
Skeptics asked, why would the Divine Architect have
wasted so much empty space? Indeed, Kepler
calculated that the gaps are quite large, so that most of
the universe is empty space.

Kepler!s blueprints of the universe used the 5 regular
Pythagorean solids to address both the number of the
planets and the amazing proportions of the planetary
spheres.

For Kepler, the mystery of the universe was now
revealed, because the Divine Architect knew
Pythagorean geometry and used it to construct a
Copernican universe! Instead of nesting one planetary
sphere immediately after another, in the ideal
blueprints of the cosmos, the Creator alternated
planetary spheres with regular solids. The vast empty
regions lying between the planetary spheres, as
required by Copernicus, were not wasted space.
Rather, these gaps perfectly matched the geometry of
the solids within the limits of observational error.

!And how intense was my pleasure from this
discovery can never be expressed in words.... Day and
night I was consumed by computing, to see whether
this idea would agree with the Copernican orbs, or if
my joy would be carried away by the wind. Within a
few days everything worked, and I watched as one
body [regular solid] after another fit precisely into its
place among the planets! (Kepler, Mysterium
cosmographicum).

Kepler!s blueprint of the universe is rightly considered
one of the brilliant illustrations in the history of
astronomy. In it, Kepler used the five regular
Pythagorean solids to refute the major objections to
Copernicanism.

By far the best known 16th!century defender of
Copernicus was Johann Kepler. In this work he
demonstrated that vast empty regions lying between the
planetary spheres, which were required by Copernicus,
were not wasted space. Rather, these gaps perfectly
matched, within the limits of observational error, the
geometry of the 5 regular Pythagorean solids.

In the Mysterium, Kepler addressed two major differences
between the systems of Ptolemy and Copernicus and
turned them both to Copernicus! advantage.

First, the number of the planetary spheres: in the Earth!
centered Ptolemaic system there are 7 planets, including
the Sun and the Moon, not counting the outermost
sphere of fixed stars. In the Copernican system, there are
only 6 planets, not counting the outermost sphere of
fixed stars: The Sun and the Earth switch places. The
number of planets decreases by one, because the Moon is
demoted; it becomes a satellite of the Earth, within the
Earth!s sphere, rather than a planet. So Kepler asked, why
should there be only 6 planets instead of 7?

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Johann Kepler: Blueprints of the Universe

Kerry Magruder

Johann Kepler, Mysterium cosmographicum (Tübingen, 1596), !Mystery of the Cosmos"

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).
Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Gallery: Music of the Spheres, no. 18

Learning Leaflet: Iconic images
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Blueprints of the Universe
Johann Kepler

BRENT: This learning leaflet describes how Kepler used the Platonic solids to prove Copernicus, constructing the blueprints of 
the universe, in his first book published in 1596.
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Series
• Iconic Images 

• Instruments and Experiments 

•

KERRY: Another series introduces classic instruments and experiments. 
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• Sundial 

• Celestial globe 

• Star Clock 

• Astrolabe 

• Armillary sphere 

• Galileo’s compass 

• Telescope 

• Thermoscope 

• Microscope

KERRY: Leaflets for these instruments are in preparation.  Images can help us move beyond the printed page, into the student’s 
physical world, with replicas and even 3D models.
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Galileo, Discorsi à Due Nuove Scienze (!Discourse on Two New Sciences"; Leiden, 1638)
John Philoponos (1504) and Galileo, Two New Sciences (1730)

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).

Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Galleries Galileo, Natural History and the Americas, no. 20
Galileo & Microscopy, no. 6
The New Physics, nos. 9, 13, 14, & 15

Learning Leaflet: Instruments & Experiments
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Inclined Plane
Law of Falling Bodies

Why was variable tilt so important?
Galileo!s Law of Free Fall

Aristotle supposed that the more an object weighs, the
faster it will fall. In Athens in the 6th century CE,
John Philoponos tested this hypothesis by dropping
balls of different weights from a tall height.
Philoponos reported that although heavier objects do
reach the ground a little faster, they do not increase in
speed according to their weight.

Philoponos initiated a research tradition into what
later became known as impetus and eventually
inertia. It was in light of this experimental tradition
that Guidobaldo del Monte and other mathematicians
of Galileo!s world began their investigations in
mechanics. The falling bodies experiment of
Philoponos is often misattributed to Galileo at the
Leaning Tower of Pisa. Rather, Galileo refined the
impetus experimental tradition by using an inclined
plane to slow down the motion of free fall to speeds
which might accurately be measured. The result was
an experimental demonstration of Galileo!s law of free
fall, which remains fundamental to the physics of
motion.

The OU Inclined Plane

Galileo described his experiment with an inclined
plane in Two New Sciences. Unfortunately, he omitted
many details about the plane itself. We asked master
craftsman Ron Mitchell to design an inclined plane
that would have delighted Galileo. The greatest
design challenge was to make the tilt of the beam
adjustable. Ron!s solution was to employ one of
Galileo!s favorite simple machines, the balance. In
Ron!s elegant design, one may slide the massive beam
to a desired height with a single hand. The director of
OU Libraries! Conservation and Book Arts Lab, Sean
Richards, lined the ball channel with vellum.

As an experienced musician, Galileo timed the balls!
descent to a 10th of a pulse beat.

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Inclined Plane

Kerry Magruder

BRENT:  Here’s a leaflet about Galileo’s law of free fall and his inclined plane experiment, which also describes the design of our 
reconstruction of Galileo’s inclined plane.
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Michael Barfield, !The Answer" (thepaintedsoul.com; cc!by!nc!sa)

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).
Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Gallery: The New Physics

Learning Leaflet: Starting Points
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Relativity of Motion
The Moving Ship Thought Experiment:
Why were there no eye-witness reports?

The 2015!2016 year is the centenary of Einstein"s
General Theory of Relativity. Einstein attributed the
formulation of the principle of the relativity of motion
to Galileo.

This excerpt from Galileo!s Dialogue on the Two Chief
Systems of the World (1632) illustrates the principle of
the relativity of motion:
!Salviati: [You say...] "Drop a lead ball from the
top of the mast of a boat at rest, noting the place
where it hits, which is close to the mast; but if
the same ball is dropped from the same
place when the boat is moving, it will strike at
that distance from the foot of the mast which
the boat will have run during the time of fall....!
[BUT] anyone who... [actually performs that
experiment] will find that the experiment shows
exactly the opposite of what is written; ... the
stone always falls in the same place on the ship,
whether the ship is standing still or moving.!

If sailors actually had performed the experiment,
believing with Aristotle that a cannonball dropped
from the mast would fall harmlessly into the wake of
the ship, why were no reports made to the contrary?
This cartoon has the answer.

17th!century investigations of inertia by Galileo,
Descartes and Newton represent the culmination of a
long line of investigations reaching back from Nicole
Oresme and Jean Buridan in the 14th century,
through medieval Islamic and European civilizations,
to Basil of Caesarea and John Philoponos in late
antiquity. Undoubtedly, like Basil, Philoponos, and
Oresme, sailors throughout history knew good and
well that Aristotle!s account of falling bodies was
wrong. This explains why the Captain depicted in the
first panel of the cartoon has gone mad.

Cartoon Michael Barfield, thepaintedsoul.com, cc!by!nc!sa.

According to Aristotle, when one drops a ball, the
ball falls straight down to the ground, because its
!natural motion" seeks the center of the Earth. The
ball!s natural motion is straight down – not curved,
not sideways, not diagonal, but always directly
toward the center of the Earth. This natural motion
remains the true path of the ball even if the person
dropping it is in motion. The person!s motion,
according to Aristotle, should have no continuing
effect upon the ball after they are no longer in
contact. Suppose that one is running with the ball at
the moment the ball is let go. Once released from
the runner!s hand, the ball should fall straight down
with its own natural motion; whether the runner
was in motion or not should make no difference to
the ball. This is Aristotle!s account of the natural
motion of falling bodies.

Now if Aristotle!s reasoning were true, one would
predict that a cannon ball dropped by a sailor from
the crow!s mast of a fast"moving ship would splash
into the water far behind the ship, for the ship
would move out from underneath the ball before
enough time elapsed for the ball to fall to the surface
of the water. Aristotle carried out experiments, so it
only stands to reason (one might argue) that many
Aristotelians carried out this experiment. So why
do we have no eye!witness reports refuting this
Aristotelian prediction?

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

The Relativity of Motion: Galileo’s Version
of the Moving Ship Thought Experiment

The Theory of Natural Motion:
Aristotle’s Version of the

Moving Ship Thought Experiment

Kerry Magruder

KERRY: Not all of our images are from rare books; this one features a cartoon we commissioned for physics classes.  The 
cartoon explains a thought experiment in which a cannon ball is dropped from the mast of a moving ship.  [According to 
Aristotle, the cannonball would land safely in the wake behind the ship.  The cartoon explains why there were no reports that 
Aristotle’s theory was wrong — if Galileo was right, the cannonball would sink the ship.]
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Series
• Iconic Images 

• Instruments and Experiments 

• Starting Points for discussion 

• Primary Source excerpts 

• 2-minute stories 

• Stand-up activities 

• Constellations 

• Women in Science

BRENT: The cartoon is in the Starting Points series; there are also primary source excerpts and 2-minute stories, among others.
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Euclid, Elements of Geometrie (London, 1570), trans. Henry Billingsley.

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).
Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Gallery: The New Physics, no. 2

Learning Leaflet: Starting Points
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Pythagorean Solids
Five Regular Solids

Can you identify the five regular solids?

We can define a solid as regular when every face, edge and corner
angle is identical, whether a square on every side of a cube, or a
triangle on every side of a tetrahedron. The Pythagoreans
proved that there are only five regular solids: The octahedron;
the dodecahedron; and the icosahedron. There are no others.

Name Face #sides
Cube Square 6
Tetrahedron Equilateral triangle 4
Octahedron Equilateral triangle 8
Dodecahedron Pentagon 12
Icosahedron Equilateral triangle 20

In the images on this page, which is which? And which solid
shown is not a regular solid?

Because Plato used the 5 regular solids to explain the structure of
the Universe in his dialogue, Timaeus, they are also called the
Platonic Solids. After Plato, astronomers supposed that the
geometry of these five solids would hold an essential clue to the
true structure of the universe. Euclid analyzed the properties of
the regular solids in Book 13 of his Elements of Geometry. Kepler
used the regular solids to prove Copernicanism. The works of
Leonardo da Vinci, Luca Pacioli, Albrecht Dürer, and Lorenzo
Sirigatti show that artists, in addition to astronomers,
mathematicians and philosophers, were also deeply familiar with
the properties of regular solids.

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Pythagorean Solids: 5 Regular Solids

Kerry Magruder

KERRY: This leaflet introduces the properties of the 5 regular Pythagorean solids. 
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Maria Cunitz, Urania propitia (!Beneficent Urania, Generous Muse of the Heavens"; Oels, 1650)

Maria Cunitz
Kepler’s Defender

Learning Leaflet: Women in Science
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Exhibit: Galileo’s World Gallery: Galileo and Kepler No.: 9
Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Kerry Magruder

Maria Cunitz: Kepler’s Defender

Prior to Newton, perhaps half a dozen astronomers
accepted Kepler!s three laws. Galileo was typical in
ignoring Kepler!s accomplishments. Yet this beautiful
book is an exception: it clearly demonstrated that
Kepler!s laws were more accurate than anything that
had come before. It was written by Maria Cunitz, one
of the first astronomers to adopt Kepler!s astronomy.
Cunitz recast Kepler!s planetary predictions into a
form equally accurate but much more convenient and
easy to use. Kepler!s tables may have been cumbersome
to use, but these were not. Cunitz made Kepler!s
achievement easy to grasp.

In an age when women were not admitted to
European universities, Cunitz became one of the most
accomplished mathematical astronomers of her
generation.

Cunitz published this work in Latin, for the sake of
European astronomers, but also in German, for the
sake of others, outside university circles, who might
wish to learn astronomy even without knowing
Latin.

Why is it important in science to make data easily usable and accessible?

BRENT: This is the book which made clear to many, including Newton, that Kepler’s laws are correct.  It was written by 
a woman, Maria Cunitz. 
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Francesco Algarotti, I l Newtonianismo per le dame (!Newtonianism for Women"; Naples, 1737)

Madame du Châtelet
Newtonian Physicist

Learning Leaflet: Women in Science
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Exhibit: Galileo’s World Gallery: New Physics No.: 34
Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).

Are they talking about physics as they stroll through the garden?

Madame du Châtelet (or Gabrielle!Emilie le Tonnelier
de Breteuil, Marquise du Châtelet) translated Newton!s
masterwork of physics, the Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy, into French. She also defended
Newton in the Newton!Leibniz controversy. She
submitted a work on the nature of fire to a contest
sponsored by the Académie des Sciènces. Voltaire, her
lover, also prepared an entry. Although neither won
the prize, both of their contributions were published
with those of the winners in 1739.

Madame du Châtelet is shown on a frontispiece in
Algarotti!s popular introduction to Newtonian science.
Algarotti went through many editions and aided in
the dissemination of Newtonian ideas on the
European continent. Like Fontenelle!s Plurality of
Worlds, which popularized the earlier science of
Descartes, this was written as an entertaining dialogue.

How did women at this time learn Newtonian science?

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Madame du Châtelet: Newtonian Physicist

Kerry Magruder

KERRY:  Madame du Chatelet translated Newton’s Principia into French, and popularized the idea that women should be taught 
science in order to discuss Newtonian physics while strolling in the garden.
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Ada Lovelace, !Notes" to a !Sketch of the Analytical Engine Invented by Charles Babbage,
by L.F. Menabrea,! in Scientific Memoirs (London, 1843), vol. 3.

Exhibit: Galileo’s World Gallery: Galileo, Engineer No.: 16
Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).

Ada Lovelace
First Computer Programmer

Learning Leaflet: Women in Science
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

What is the difference between a calculating machine and a computer?

Charles Babbage designed two kinds of mechanical
computational machines: a !difference engine,# or calculating
machine; and an !analytical engine," which was far more. In
1840, Babbage presented his design for the !analytical engine" to
a group of mathematical engineers in Turin, Italy. One of them,
Luigi Menabrea, who would later become Prime Minister of
Italy, published an account of Babbage!s design in Geneva. With
Babbage!s encouragement, the daughter of Lord Byron, Augusta
Ada King, Countess of Lovelace, translated Menabrea!s article
into English and added her own substantive commentary.
Lovelace!s notes went considerably beyond what Babbage and
Menabrea had written. Her lengthy appended notes amount to
40 pages of very dense text compared with only 24 pages,
lightly spaced, for Menabrea!s article. Lovelace explained how
Babbage!s "analytical engine,# if constructed, would amount to a
programmable computer rather than merely a calculator. It
would take input from punch cards, and store variables for use in
diverse sequential operations. These 19th century mechanical
operations are functionally equivalent to the conditional
branching, looping, and parallel processing operations of early
electronic computers. Although she specified how Babbage!s
engine could generate a Bernoulli series of numbers, Lovelace
argued for the wider potential of the engine to produce
analytical results beyond the realm of mathematics.

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Ada Lovelace: First Computer Programmer

Kerry
Magruder

KERRY: Here’s one about Ada Lovelace, who wrote the first computer program, before the computer existed
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BRENT: Sundials
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BRENT: Phases of Venus: from Riccioli’s New Almagest.
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BRENT: Phases of Venus: six cosmological systems
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Catherine Whitwell, An Astronomical Catechism (London, 1818)

Catherine Whitwell
Astronomy & Creative Writing

Learning Leaflet: Women in Science
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Exhibit: Galileo’s World Gallery: The Sky at Night No.: 19
Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).

Why write science in a creative format?

This dialogue between a mother and her daughter
offers a delightful and engaging introduction to the
night sky.

It contains 23 engraved plates drawn by Whitwell
herself, including four hand!colored folding plates.
One of the plates depicts the constellations of Corvus
the Crow, Crater the Cup and Hydra the Water
Snake.

Another plate conveys a dramatic impression of the
Full Moon at night, shown against a striking black
background.

Whitwell, who also wrote on economics and
education, taught at Robert Owen!s school at New
Lanarck, Scotland, in the 1820!s. Owen later came to
America and founded a utopian socialist colony in
Indiana called New Harmony.

How would you go about teaching astronomy?

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Catherine Whitwell:
Astronomy & Creative Writing

Kerry Magruder

KERRY: Catherine Whitwell combined astronomy and creative writing, using an innovative pedagogy, for a Scottish school in the 
early 19th century
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Where will the quest of discovery lead you?

Science is a quest of discovery, the challenge of boldly
exploring where no one has gone before. That is the
appeal and rhetorically durable theme which has made
this woodcut so appealing.

Many have reprinted this illustration through the
years, sometimes without recognizing that it first
appeared in a popular work on meteorology.
Occasionally misattributed to the Middle Ages or
Renaissance, this book is its original source.
Flammarion was an astronomer and popular science
writer who worked at the Juvissy Observatory in
Paris.

This iconic image bookends the Galileo!s World
exhibition at the National Weather Center: it opens
with Flammarion!s L!Atmosphère and ends with two
cases of current meteorological instruments beneath a
modern colorized version. The juxtaposition connects
the historical books on display and the work of
modern scientists exploring space, Earth and sky
today. Susanna J. Magruder has provided the
colorized version CC!by, so create your own wall
graphic or put it on a t!shirt or coffee mug!

oulynx.org
galileo.ou.edu

ouhos.org

#galileosworld
@oulynx

@ouhoscollection

Boldly Explore: Camille Flammarion (1888)

Kerry Magruder

Camille Flammarion, L!Atmosphère (Paris, 1888)

Download learning leaflets at oulynx.org; remix at OER Commons; read more in the Exhibit Guide (iBookstore).
Exhibit: Galileo’s World | Gallery: Copernicus and Meteorology, no. 1

Learning Leaflet: Iconic Images
OU Academy of the Lynx

History of Science Collections
University of Oklahoma Libraries

Boldly Explore
Camille Flammarion (1888)

KERRY: And this one in the iconic images series describes the source of a famous image that conveys the excitement of science 
as a quest to boldly explore where no one has gone before.  Our chief goal is to tell stories that help awaken wonder and 
curiosity.
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OERs in the works…

KERRY: Some OERs in preparation include translated excerpts of the first published report of observations with the microscope, 
a full generation before Leuwenhoek, Robert Hooke and Jan Swammerdam.
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OERs in the works…

BRENT: And a series of gloves students can create and wear, such as this sundial – literally hands-on astronomy!
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OERs in the works…

BRENT: How to construct a camera obscura and other optical projects that apply the principles of linear perspective.
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Exhibit objects as stories

Educator activities

Learning objects

Exhibits

Lynx Open Ed

Object-based learning

BRENT: So learning leaflets are an example of OERs as learning objects, as small pieces loosely joined.  •  Now let’s look at 
educator activities using the OERs.
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OERs support 
class visits 

tailored to any 
subject area

BRENT: We invite area educators to bring your class to visit the exhibit, where we will select OERs that are tailored to your 
subject area.
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Off-site visits

BRENT: We’re also ready to visit your classroom or library.
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BRENT: Two mysterious trunks are what we take with us to remote locations, such as libraries, museums, and individual 
classrooms. Practically we use them as storage containers for teaching materials. But, to the students, they open up imaginative 
possibilities, as together we explore the wonders of the history of science.
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Theme:  Renaissance Optical Illusions 

Learn about Renaissance optical illusions through a 
highly interactive and hands-on workshop. Among 
the illusions discussed will be the following: 
anamorphic art, Alberti’s box, camera obscura, and 
various illusions with concave and convex lenses. 

Lynx Academy is a K-12 outreach program. To learn 
more  and schedule an event visit:  
lynx-open-ed.org/academy2018. 

Cost is free.  
Brought to you by  
Lynx Open Ed.

Lynx Academy  
Summer & Fall 2018 

Renaissance Optical 
Illusions

BRENT: Our theme this fall is Renaissance Optical Illusions.
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KERRY: We enjoy participating in events for educators.  Here is the Lynx Open Ed booth at the EPSCoR annual conference for 
Women and Science for K12 students and teachers across the state. 
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KERRY: This is a closer view of the setup for practicing telling time by the Big Dipper using a star clock.
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KERRY: This was our display there of some of the women and science learning leaflets.
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KERRY: Here’s an array of lenses
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KERRY: Used for recreating Galileo’s telescope.
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lynx-open-ed.org/lynx-meetups 

Are you interested in what goes on here?  Come to a Lynx 
Meetup!  At a Lynx Meetup, you can join a small but friendly 
group of people for an interactive program related to the 
Galileo's World exhibit, the History of Science Collections 
and other special collections on the Library's 5th floor.  Lynx 
Meetups are for anyone, but may particularly appeal to area 
educators, docents-in-training, and adults interested in life-
long learning. 

Must RSVP to attend! lynx-open-ed.org/lynx-meetups

Lynx Meetups 
Bizzell Library, 5th floor (RSVP Only)

KERRY: We hold Lynx Meetups for educators and docents.  This academic year, we are meeting once a month on Saturday 
mornings.  Come join us if you live in the area. 
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KERRY: The next Lynx Meetup is one week from today, and will feature OERs that introduce the constellations.
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KERRY: Why not have your own color the constellations party?
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Urania’s Mirror

(London, 1825)

National Weather Center

32 cards 
66 constellations

BRENT: Constellation cards make learning the constellations easy.  Urania, the Muse of Astronomy, appears on the cover of the 
box.  


http://lynx-open-ed.org/node/535 
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32 cards 
66 constellations

Urania’s Mirror

(London, 1825)

National Weather Center

BRENT: The creator of the cards remains a mystery.  A companion book explains only that the cards “were designed by a lady.” 
 The 66 constellations include several no longer recognized today.
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BRENT: Here’s the Urania’s Mirror Learning Leaflet.
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Constellation 
figure

Star 
pattern

BRENT: Holes are punched in the positions of bright stars.  Hold any card up to a light and compare the star pattern with the 
constellation figure. 
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KERRY: To get the same effect, we make constellation tubes.  Constellation tube instructions are at our Lynx Open Ed website.
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Johann Bayer
Uranometria “Measuring the Heavens”

(Ulm, 1661; reprint of 1603 1st ed.)
Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art

KERRY: Here’s Scorpius the Scorpion, a constellation of the Zodiac best seen on summer nights.  It looks like a fishhook, which 
is what the Polynesians call it.
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KERRY: Download a template that shows the brightest stars in red for these constellations.
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KERRY: Then poke holes in the red stars using nails or even push pins.
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KERRY: And voila, you can see the star patterns when you look through the tube.  Next Saturday we hope to make a bunch of 
constellation tubes.
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BRENT: And finally, we host workshops for educators.  Here’s a group of future educators working with the duochord, as a way 
of connecting music and mathematics together in the elementary and middle-school classroom.
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Exhibit objects as stories

Educator contributions

Educator activities

Learning objects

Exhibits

Lynx Open Ed

Object-based learning

KERRY: So those are some examples of Educator activities using our OERs.  •  How might educators make a contribution 
through Lynx Open Ed?
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BRENT: Volunteer as a docent or a collaborating educator…  Perhaps you will create an OER with us.  
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BRENT:  We will post exhibit-related OERs you share with us under “Contributed OERs,” at Lynx Open Ed.  To conclude, we’d 
like to share an example of a contributed OER with you.
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Sharon Scott
Rashid Troupe

Stacey Stevenson
Eman Beck

Mission to Planet Earth 
Lynx workshop, 9/2017

KERRY: This contributed OER we owe to Stacey Stevenson.  Special thanks to Stacey and the other students of Mission to 
Planet Earth.  This photo was taken one year ago during a NASA educators workshop at the Library to introduce constellation 
learning activities.
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Stacey Stevenson

Anna Todd

KERRY: That Fall, Stacey was tutoring Anna Todd, who wrote her own constellation story.
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Hoot the Owl

by 

Anna Todd

2nd grade 
Rose Witcher Elementary School 

El Reno, OK

KERRY: Anna was a 2nd grade student at Rose Witcher Elementary School in El Reno.  Anna became so interested in 
constellation stories that she learned to read in order to study the stars.  Then she created her own constellation, Hoot the Owl.  
And then she wrote a book to tell its story.  We’d like to share it with you now, just the way she wrote and illustrated it herself.


http://lynx-open-ed.org/AnnaTodd

http://lynx-open-ed.org/hoot
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BRENT will read, Kerry will advance slides.
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BRENT will read, Kerry will advance slides.
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BRENT will read, Kerry will advance slides.
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BRENT will read, Kerry will advance slides.
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BRENT will read, Kerry will advance slides.
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KERRY: Working with Stacey, Anna fell in love with the stars. That is what motivated Anna to learn to read this past semester.  
That is what happens when libraries work with educators through exhibitions. 
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What is your favorite 
constellation story?

lynx-open-ed.org

KERRY:  What is your favorite constellation story?  Maybe, like me, it will be Hoot the Owl.  Download Hoot the Owl from Lynx 
Open Ed.
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What is your favorite 
constellation story?

lynx-open-ed.org/AnnaTodd 

lynx-open-ed.org/hoot

KERRY: You’ll find a laminated copy of Hoot the Owl in the Exploration Room, right next to the constellation coloring pages. 
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Exhibit objects as stories

Educator contributions

Educator activities

Learning objects

Exhibits

Lynx Open Ed

Object-based learning

KERRY: So that’s how we see object-based learning through exhibits and exhibit-related OERs.
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Object-based learning

Museums

Libraries

Educators

Open Educational Resources

“small pieces 
meaningfully joined”

How might we 
better serve you?

KERRY: [So we have tried to convey our thinking that a promising strategy is to focus on object-based learning as one aspect of 
the intersection between museums, libraries and educators. This strategy has led us to strategize the creation of Learning 
Leaflets and other Open Educational Resources, as small pieces that can be meaningfully joined, across a variety of classrooms 
and subject areas.]  

What are your suggestions for us to better collaborate with you?

Thank you.  Questions?
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lynx-open-ed.org
@lynx-open-ed

Browse lynx open ed, download resources, follow us on twitter. 
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